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Abstract A cell-resolved model that simulates the dynamic thermal behavior of a Vanadium Redox 
Flow Battery during charge and discharge is presented. It takes into account, at a cell level, the 
reversible entropic heat of the electrochemical reactions, irreversible heat due to overpotentials, self-
discharge reactions due to ion crossover, and shunt current losses. The model accounts for the heat 
transfer between cells and toward the environment, the pump hydraulic losses and the heat transfer 
of piping and tanks. It provides the electrolyte temperature in each cell, at the stack inlet and outlet, 
along the piping and in the tanks. Validation has been carried out against the charge/discharge 
measurements from a 9kW/27kWh VRFB test facility. The model has been applied to study a VRFB 
with the same stack but a much larger capacity, operating at ±400 A for 8 h, in order to identify 
critical thermal conditions which may occur in next-generation industrial VRFB stacks capable to 
operating at high current density. The most critical condition has been found at the end a long 
discharge, when temperatures above 50°C appeared, possibly resulting in 𝑉𝑂#$ precipitation and 
battery faults. These results call for heat exchangers tailored to assist high-power VRFB systems. 
 
Key words: Vanadium redox flow battery, thermal analyses, reversible entropic heat, irreversible 
heat, Joule losses, heat transfer. 
1 Introduction 
Energy storage with Vanadium Redox Flow Batteries (VRFBs) is expected to play a major 
role in the future energy scenarios powered by carbon-free intermittent renewable energy sources, 
due to main benefits of VRFBs, including power/energy decoupling, long cycle life, low 
environmental impact and operational flexibility [1], [2], [3], [4]. In addition, VRFBs can cover 
many different services in future smart grids, e.g. load leveling, peak shaving, uninterruptible power 
supplies (UPS), emergency backup [5] and energy buffer for electric vehicle recharging stations. In 
a more remote perspective, also the use as on-board sources in electric vehicles has been envisaged 
[6]. The present technological issues on VRFBs include system scale-up and optimization for large 
industrial applications capable of improved performances and reduced costs, in order to foster their 
competitiveness and diffusion [7]. Modeling and simulations are pivotal tools to obtain a 
comprehensive understanding of how the battery performance is affected by the design of felt, 
membranes, solution flow patterns, and operating procedures [8]. 
In this framework, thermal control is emerging as a critical issue in VRFB battery design [9]. 
In fact, the electrolyte temperature must be maintained within a given range (e.g. from –5°C to 50°C, 
in the case of 2.5 M vanadium solutions in sulfate-chloride mix) since low temperatures cause 𝑉#$ 
and 𝑉%$ precipitation [10], while 𝑉𝑂#$ precipitates at high temperatures [11], [12], [13], [14]. This 
salt precipitation occurs according to the following irreversible reaction [15] 
 2𝑉𝑂#$ + 𝐻#𝑂	 	→ 𝑉#𝑂+ + 2𝐻$ (1) 
 
and can result in the occlusion of the cell flow channels, triggering major problems during battery 
operations or during stand-by period with pumps turned-off [16], [17], [1]. This problem could be 
addressed by lowering the vanadium ion concentration below 1.8 M, but this strategy reduces the 
already modest energy density [18]. Chemical stabilization of the vanadium species by means of 
organic or inorganic additives [11] can only constitute a partial solution to prevent precipitation.  In 
addition, high temperatures can enhance major side effects, such as hydrogen and oxygen evolution 
[19]. Recently, a strategy for improving the VRFB efficiency has been proposed [20], [21], that 
consists in reducing the reversible cell voltage during charge and increasing it during discharge by 
changing the electrolyte temperature. Thermal control has also been recommended in the integration 
of micro flow batteries with electronic devices, that could allow to cope with power supply demand 
and thermal management of printed boards for microelectronics used in high-performance servers 
[22], [23]. In addition, thermal analyses are important because a number of parameters which are 
crucial for a VRFB performance, e.g. electrolyte viscosity, cell internal resistance, and electrode 
potentials, depend on the electrolyte temperature. Analysis of these issues can profit remarkably by 
thermal numerical analyses. Thermal models can be important tools in the optimization of VRFB 
control procedures in standby and operating conditions. However, few thermal models have been 
reported in these two conditions. In [5] and [24] a two-dimensional model and a three-dimensional 
model, respectively, calculate the temperature distribution in the porous electrodes of a single cell, 
whereas [25] and [15] present a dynamic thermal model of a 2.5 kW/15kWh VRFB based on energy 
and mass conservation equations, though neglecting the reaction entropic heat [19]. The same 
research unit examined the effects of cell number, flow rate, tanks dimension and environmental 
temperature on the thermal behavior of a VRFB stack in load condition in [26] and modeled the 
shunt current effects on the battery temperature evolution in [27]. However, few experimental 
analyses on large stack have been documented [28] and no experimental validation of thermal 
models of industrial-scale VRFBs has yet been reported to our knowledge. 
In this paper we present a cell-resolved dynamic model capable of simulating the temperature 
distribution in a VRFB stack in any operating conditions that takes into account the entropic heat, 
ions crossover and inherent side reactions, and shunt current losses. The model is based on energy 
and mass balance equations coupled with an equivalent circuit for computing the shunt currents. 
The losses in the circulating pumps are also included. The model has been validated against the 
experimental data taken from a 9kW/27kWh VRFB test facility. An application of the model 
simulating the high-current (400-A) long-duration (8-h) operations of a large VRFB system is also 
presented. Important information was obtained about the electrolyte temperature evolution in next-
generation industrial scale VRFB systems. The paper is organized as follows. The model is 
presented in Section 2. The test facility used for model validation is presented in Section 3 and the 
experimental validation in Section 4. Finally, the thermal simulation of a large VRFB is proposed 
in Section 5. 
 
Nomenclature 
Full symbols 
A membrane area 
Ak cross-sectional area in the k-th direction / of k-th element 
C vanadium concentration 
Cp specific heat at constant pressure 
d membrane thickness 
E voltage 
Ea activation energy  
E0 open circuit voltage (OCV) 
E0' corrected standard potential = 1.37 V 
F Faraday constant = 96485 C mol–1 
I current 
j j-th vanadium ions 
K universal gas constant = 8.314 J K–1mol–1 
k diffusivity coefficient 
l length 
N number of cells 
P power, heat rate 
q volumetric flow rate 
R electric resistance 
SOC state of charge 
T  temperature 
t time 
U overall heat transfer coefficient 
V volume 
Vc cell volume 
r electrolyte density 
α electrolyte flow factor  
ΔH enthalpy change 
ΔS entropy change 
σ electrical conductivity 
Subscripts 
+ positive compartment 
– negative compartment 
air air 
c  cell 
ch charge 
co crossover (irreversible) 
di discharge 
end end 
fl  flux of electrolyte 
sa sulfuric acid 
i internal 
j j-th vanadium ions 
il irreversible losses (in load operation) 
m manifold 
max maximum 
min minimum  
n n-th cell 
ip inlet pipe (from tank to stack) 
op outlet pipe (from stack to tank) 
pf pumping friction 
s stack 
re reversible entropic 
std standard 
t tank 
tr transferred  
x x direction (axial, see Fig. 3) 
y y direction (transverse, see Fig. 3) 
z z direction (vertical, see Fig. 3) 
2 Stack thermal model 
The thermal model of the stack in load conditions takes into account the reversible entropic 
heat of the main reactions, the cell irreversible losses due to overpotentials, the self-discharge 
reactions due to species crossover and all the losses related to shunt currents. The mass balance 
equations and the thermal balance equations were coupled with the equations of an equivalent 
electrical circuit model. In order to take into account each cell thermal behavior, not only the heat 
exchanges of the stack, piping and tanks toward the surrounding air were considered, but also 
between adjacent cells. The following assumptions were adopted: 
1) Each cell was assumed isothermal in its electrodes and membrane (i.e. as a continuous stirred 
tank reactor [5] and independent cell temperatures were considered. 
2) After species crossover, self-discharge reactions were instantaneous; 
3) No oxygen and hydrogen evolution occurred if the state of charge (SOC) was in the range from 
0.05 to 0.95 [15]; 
4) The species conductivities were assumed constant with the temperature. 
2.1 Electrochemical and chemical reactions 
The main electrochemical reversible reactions occurring during a VRFB charge and discharge 
are: 
 
𝑉𝑂#$ + 𝐻#𝑂				,-./	0123			𝑉𝑂#$ + 𝑒5 + 2𝐻$,					𝐸8$ = 1.0𝑉	(𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒) 	 (2) 𝑉%$ + 𝑒5				,-./		012⎯3			𝑉#$,					𝐸85 = −0.26𝑉			(𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒)		 (2) 	
In addition, due to species crossover through the membranes, exothermic side reactions take 
place, without electric energy conversion, which cause self-discharge and heat generation. As the 
negative-side species  𝑉%$ and 𝑉#$ diffuse through the membranes and enter the positive side, they 
react with 𝑉𝑂#$ and 𝑉𝑂#$ [16] [29]: 
 	𝑉#$ + 2𝑉𝑂#$ + 	2𝐻$ 	 	→ 		3𝑉𝑂#$ +	𝐻#𝑂	 (3)	𝑉%$ + 𝑉𝑂#$ 	 	→ 		2𝑉𝑂#$		 (4)	𝑉#$ +	𝑉𝑂#$ + 	2𝐻$ 	 	→ 		2𝑉%$ +	𝐻#𝑂		 (5) 
 
Conversely, as the positive-side species  𝑉𝑂#$ and 𝑉𝑂#$ diffuse through the membranes and 
enter the negative side, they react with 𝑉%$ and 𝑉#$: 
 𝑉𝑂#$ + 𝑉#$ + 	2𝐻$ 	 	→ 		2𝑉%$ +	𝐻#𝑂	 (6)	
𝑉𝑂#$ + 2𝑉#$ + 	4𝐻$ 	 	→ 		3𝑉%$ +	2𝐻#𝑂	 (7)	𝑉𝑂#$ + 𝑉%$ 	 	→		2𝑉𝑂#$		 (8) 	
The reactions (3) and (4) at the positive half-cells and (6) and (7) at the negative half-cells, 
which respectively involve the charged species 𝑉𝑂#$ and 𝑉#$, are the dominant effects as long as 𝑉𝑂#$ is present at the positive half-cell and 𝑉#$ at the negative one, as happens in any load operation. 
Conversely, the reactions (5) and (8) can’t occur as long as 𝑉𝑂#$ or 𝑉#$ are present in the positive 
and negative half-cells, respectively, which is the case during load operation. Consequently, the 
reactions (5) and (8) have not been considered in the present model. 
2.2 State of Charge 
The state of charge is the ratio between the concentrations of the charged species and of all 
species in a compartment. Crossover causes different species concentrations in the two 
compartments resulting in two SOCs:  
 𝑆𝑂𝐶$ = 𝐶S (𝐶S + 𝐶TS)⁄ = 𝐶S 𝐶$⁄𝑆𝑂𝐶5 = 𝐶TT (𝐶TT + 𝐶TTT)⁄ = 𝐶TT 𝐶5⁄  (9) 
 
where Cj (with j=II, III, IV, V) is the concentration of the vanadium species V(j). 
2.3 Shunt current computation 
 
Fig. 1. Stack and cells equivalent electric network for shunt current computation [30]. 
 Since the cells of a VRFB stack are connected in series, homologous (i.e. positive or negative) 
cell electrodes have different electric potentials. The hydraulic channels and manifold provide 
solutions in parallel to these electrodes, creating an electric path because the solutions are 
conductive. The electrical currents flowing in all these paths are known as “Shunt currents”. At the 
aim of computing shunt currents, the stack was modeled as a lumped electric circuit (Fig. 1). Each 
cell was represented as a Thévenin equivalent made of a voltage source 𝐸8,V	 		in series with a 
resistance 𝑅X,V	 , with n = 1, … N (N is the number of cells in the stack). Both these parameters are 
constant with the current but vary with the SOC and temperature T; 𝑅X,V	  also depends on the 
charge/discharge operation. Eo,n corresponds to the cell open circuit voltage (OCV) and was 
computed with the Nernst equation expressed as a function of SOCs, based on (9): 
 𝐸8 = YZ𝐸8,$ − 𝐸8,5[ + #\	]^ 𝑙𝑛	𝐶_`a + \	]^ 𝑙𝑛 bcdced ceeceeef (10) 
 𝐸8g = 	 hZ𝐸8,$ − 𝐸8,5[ + (2𝐾𝑇 𝐹⁄ )𝑙𝑛	𝐶_`l is a corrected standard potential accounting for proton 
concentration effects [33]. K is the universal gas constant and F the Faraday constant. By expressing 
the concentrations Cj	(j = II, III, IV, V) as functions of SOCs by means of eq. (9), eq. (10) was 
rewritten as:  
 𝐸8 = 𝐸8g + \	]^ 𝑙𝑛 mnc`mnco(p5mnc`)(p5mnco) (11)  
 
The internal resistance 𝑅X,V	  takes into account all cell overpotentials, which are typically 
dominated by the linear ohmic term. Fig 2 shows the values of 𝑅X,V	  as a function of the average SOC 
in charge and discharge, experimentally obtained from the test facility described in Section 3. These 
data show that 𝑅X,V	  is lower during charge, due to the different kinetics, being 𝑉𝑂#$ oxidation faster 
than 𝑉𝑂#$	 reduction. 
 Fig. 2. IS-VRFB stack internal resistance profile vs. SOC during charge (ch) and discharge (di). 
 
The resistances of the manifold and channel segments inside the stack were computed as: 𝑅q±,V = rs,tu±,t		vs,t	 (12)	
where l and A are the length and cross-sectional area of the segment; k is m for the manifold segment 
connecting two adjacent cells or c for the cell frame/plate channels (the latter term was added with 
the resistance of the cell felt flow field, computed by means a numerical analysis); +, – denote the 
positive and negative electrodes, respectively. The electric conductivities of the solutions, σ+ and 
σ─, were calculated as: 	𝜎$ = 	𝑆𝑂𝐶$	𝜎S	 + (1 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶$)	𝜎TS	 (13) 𝜎5 = 	𝑆𝑂𝐶5	𝜎TT	 + (1 − 	𝑆𝑂𝐶5)	𝜎TTT	 	 (14)	
 
where σj	(j = II, III, IV, V) denotes	the vanadium	ion	conductivities, which were assumed to be 
constant with the temperature (Table 1). More details on the electric model are reported in [17], 
[30]. The model allowed to compute the shunt currents 𝐼q±,V in the circuit segments (i.e. in all 
resistances of Fig. 1) and the related Joule losses were obtained by multiplying these currents with 
the corresponding voltages in each segment. 
2.4 Mass balance 
In load condition, the species balance for the n-th cell depends on the cell current 𝐼X,V, resulting 
from the stack current Is and shunt currents 𝐼±,V, as well as on the species crossover and related side 
reactions (3), (4), (6), (7). By modeling the species crossover across the membrane with Fick’s law, 
the mass balance equations for the negative compartment were written as: 
 
S0# ceeo,t		 = 	−Z𝑘TT,V	𝐶TT5,V	 + 2𝑘S,V	𝐶S$,V		 + 𝑘TS,V	𝐶TS$,V		 [ v +	 p^ 𝐼X,V	 + 𝑞–Z𝐶TT5,	 − 𝐶TT5,V	 [	 (15)	S0# ceeeo,t	 = 	 Z−𝑘TTT,V𝐶TTT5,V	 + 3𝑘S,V	𝐶S$,V	 + 2𝑘TS,V	𝐶TS$,V	 [ v − p^ 𝐼X,V	 + 𝑞–Z𝐶TTT5,	 − 𝐶TTT5,V	 [	 (16)	S0# cedo,t	 = 0		 (17) 	
Similar equations were used for the positive compartment: 
 
S0# cd`,t	 = 	−Z𝑘S,V𝐶S$,V	 + 2𝑘TT,V𝐶TT5,V	 	+ 𝑘TTT,V𝐶TTT5,V	 [ v +	 p^ 𝐼X,V	 + 𝑞$Z𝐶S$,	 − 𝐶S$,V	 [   (18) S0# ced`,t	 = 	 Z−𝑘TS,V	𝐶	ST$,V		 + 3𝑘TT,V	𝐶TT5,V		 + 2𝑘TTT,V	𝐶TTT5,V		 [ v − p^ 𝐼X,V	 + 𝑞$Z𝐶TS$,	 − 𝐶TS$,V	 [	(19)	S0# ceee`,t	 = 0		 (20) 	
In the previous equations, the diffusion coefficient of the j-th vanadium species (j = II, III, IV, 
V) in the n-th membrane was modeled with an Arrhenius-like dependence on temperature [15]: 
 𝑘,V	 = 𝑘	𝑒5	 	t		 (21) 	
where kj is a diffusivity reference value and 𝐸 is the activation energy, that was assumed equal in 
all four vanadium ions (Table 1).	
2.5 Heat generation 
In load operation, the heat generation inside the stack is related to different factors, as 
presented hereafter. 
a) The irreversible main heat rate 𝑃Xr produced by the electric currents 𝐼X,V as stated in Section 2.2; 
it must be noted that this heat rate occurs by far inside the cells (where it consists of the 
overpotential losses represented by the internal resistances 𝑅X,V	 ) while the other hydraulic 
segments (represented by 𝑅,V	  and 𝑅,V	 	) produce negligible contributions. 
b) The reversible entropic heat rate 𝑃 released or absorbed inside the cells by the electrochemical 
reactions which generate the electric currents 𝐼X,V during discharge and charge, respectively [9]. 
c) The heat rate 𝑃		due to exothermic self-discharge reactions (3), (4), (6) and (7) occurring after 
species crossover. The last two terms were computed as: 
 𝑃 = 	 T-,t		 ]	(mo	$m`)^  (22) 𝑃	 = 	− v Z𝑘TT,V𝐶TT5,V	 	𝛥𝐻# + 𝑘TTT,V𝐶TTT5,V	 𝛥𝐻% + 𝑘TS,V	𝐶TS$,V	 𝛥𝐻 + 𝑘S,V𝐶S$,V	 𝛥𝐻+[ (23) 
 
In eq. (22),	𝛥𝑆$ = (𝑆	Sn` + 𝑆_n − 𝑆Sn` ) and 𝛥𝑆5 = (𝑆	S` − 𝑆	S`) are the entropy 
changes of discharge reactions in the positive and negative half-cell, respectively. Since the entropy 
values could be deduced from [27] and [31] only at standard temperature 𝑇m	= 298,15 K (Table 
1), the values in eq. (22) were considered constant with T. In eq. (23), 𝛥𝐻#,	𝛥𝐻%, 𝛥𝐻, and 𝛥𝐻+ are 
the enthalpy changes of the exothermic side reactions (3), (4), (6), (7).  
 
Fig. 3. IS-VRFB stack, consisting of N=40 cell with interposed bipolar plates. The x, y, and z directions are 
represented. 
 
2.6 Energy balance 
The temperature of each cell was computed by taking into account its thermal balance 
equation:  
 𝜌𝐶𝑉c ]t = 𝑃Xr + 𝑃 + 𝑃	 + 𝑃+𝑃r		 (24) 
 
where the last two terms express the heat exchanges as described hereafter. The heat transfer (both 
conductive and convective) of the n-th cell (except the end ones) toward the other cells and the 
surrounding air, was computed as:  
 𝑃 = 𝑈𝐴(𝑇V$p − 𝑇V) + 𝑈𝐴(𝑇V5p − 𝑇V) + 2𝑈¡𝐴¡(𝑇X − 𝑇V) + 2𝑈¢𝐴¢(𝑇X − 𝑇V) (25) 
 
The convective heat transfer coefficients in the x, y, and z directions Ux, Uy, and Uz (Fig. 3) 
were computed as reported in a previous work [17].  
The equations for the first and last cells had to take into account that one face in x direction 
exchanges with the surrounding air so that the pertinent term of eq. (25) was replaced with 𝑈V𝐴V(𝑇X − 𝑇p) and 𝑈V𝐴V(𝑇X − 𝑇£), respectively. The heat exchange due to the 
electrolyte flow in each cell was obtained as:  
 𝑃r = 𝜌𝐶𝑞$Z𝑇X$	 − 𝑇V	[ + 𝜌𝐶𝑞5Z𝑇X─	 − 𝑇V[	 (26) 	
The heat dissipation of the piping and tanks were computed considering their outer surfaces 
subject to natural convection. As regards the internal surfaces, forced convection was assumed in 
the pipes due to the high solution velocity, and natural convention in the tanks. 
The heat exchanged by the positive electrolyte along the two pipe segments connecting the 
tank to the stack and the stack back to the tank, were written respectively as:	
 𝜌𝐶𝑉X ]-¥`	 = 𝜌𝐶𝑞¦$Z𝑇$	 − 𝑇X$	[ + 𝑈X𝐴XZ𝑇X − 𝑇X$	[ + 𝑃 (27)  
 𝜌𝐶𝑉 ]§¥`	 = 𝜌𝐶𝑞¦$Z𝑇$	 − 𝑇$[ + 𝑈𝐴Z𝑇X − 𝑇$	[ (28)  
 
where the subscripts have the following meanings: ip = inlet pipe segment from tank to stack, op = 
outlet pipe segment from stack to tank; t = tank. 𝑃	 is the pump heating from hydraulic friction, 
given in the pump data sheet (Fig. 4). The other symbols in eq. (27) and (28) are explained in Table 
1. 
 
Fig. 4. Energy losses of the pumps (SANSO PMD-641) as a function of flow rate  
 
The thermal equation of the electrolyte in the positive tank was written as: 
 𝜌𝐶𝑉 ]¨ `	 = 𝜌𝐶𝑞¦$Z𝑇$	 − 𝑇$	[ + 𝑈𝐴Z𝑇X − 𝑇$	[ (29) 
 
Equations similar to (27), (28), and (29) hold for the piping and tank at the negative side.  
3 IS-VRFB experiment 
The model was validated against data measured on the industrial-scale VRFB (IS-VRFB) test 
facility that is in operation at the Electrochemical Energy Storage and Conversion Laboratory of the 
University of Padua. Its stack consists of N = 40 cells with active area A = 600 cm2 and has been 
tested with currents up to 400 A and powers up to 9 kW. Each tank contains 550 L of 1.6 M 
vanadium in 4.5 M sulfuric acid solution corresponding to a capacity of 27 kWh [32]. The IS-VRFB 
parameters and the physical constants used in the simulations are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 
Parameters and physical constants used in the simulations  
Symbols   Parameters    Values 𝐴 Membrane active area  0.06  m# 𝐴 Cell heat transfer area in x direction  0.06  m# 𝐴¡ Cell heat transfer area in y direction 1.648 ×10–3   m# 𝐴¢ Cell heat transfer area in z direction 2.416 ×10–3   m# 𝐶 Total vanadium concentration  1600  mol	m5% 𝐶 Electrolyte specific heat capacity 3200  	J	kg5pK5p 
𝐶¦ Sulfuric acid concentration  4500  	mol	m5% 
d Membrane thickness  50  µm 
Ea Activation energy of the electrolytes  17340  J mol–1 𝑘TT Reference diffusivity of 𝑉#$ in Nafion 212 [33] 5.76 ×10–3 	cm#min5p 𝑘TTT Reference diffusivity of 	𝑉%$ in Nafion 212 [33] 2.1 ×10–3		cm#min5p 𝑘TS Reference diffusivity of 𝑉𝑂#$ in Nafion 212 [33] 6.26 ×10–3		cm#min5p 𝑘S Reference diffusivity of 𝑉𝑂#$ in Nafion 212 [33] 3.84 ×10–3 	cm#min5p 𝑁 Number of cells in the stack  40 𝑈V Overall end cell heat transfer coefficient in x direction [17] 2.877  Wm5#K5p 𝑈X Overall heat transfer coefficient of inlet piping [16] 3.667 	W	m5#K5p 𝑈 Overall heat transfer coefficient of outlet piping [16] 3.667		W	m5#K5p 𝑈 Overall tank heat transfer coefficient [16] 5.73 4	W	m5#K5p 𝑈 Overall cell heat transfer coefficient in x direction [17] 21.67  W	m5#K5p 𝑈¡ Overall cell heat transfer coefficient in y direction [17] 2.413  W	m5#K5p 𝑈¢ Overall cell heat transfer coefficient in z direction [17] 1.376  W	m5#K5p 𝑉c  Cell electrolyte volume  0.4968 ×10–3  m% 𝑉X Volume of piping from stack outlet to tank 2.2 ×10–3  	m% 𝑉X Volume of piping from tank to stack inlet 2.2 ×10–3   m% 𝑉 Tank volume  0.5  m% 𝛥𝐻# Enthalpy of reaction in eq. (3) [16] –220  kJ	mol5p 𝛥𝐻	% Enthalpy of reaction in eq. (4) [16] –64  kJ	mol5p 𝛥𝐻 Enthalpy of reaction in eq. (6) [16] –91.2  kJ	mol5p 𝛥𝐻+ Enthalpy of reaction in eq. (7) [16] –246.8  kJ	mol5p 𝛥𝑆$ Entropy change of discharge reaction at positive electr. [27] [31] –0.0884  kJ	mol5pK5p 𝛥𝑆─ Entropy change of discharge reaction at negative electr. [27] [31] –0.0379  kJ	mol5pK5p 
ρ Electrolyte density 1354  kg	m5% 𝜎TT Conductivity of 𝑉#$ 27.5  S	m5p 𝜎TTT Conductivity of 𝑉%$ 17.5  S	m5p 𝜎TS  Conductivity of 𝑉𝑂#$ 27.5  S	m5p 𝜎S  Conductivity of 𝑉𝑂#$ 41.3  S	m5p 
 
In IS-VRFB, the electrodes, membrane and flat bipolar plates forming the cells are assembled 
into polypropylene frames and the stack end plates are of stainless steel. Each hydraulic circuit is 
provided with a centrifugal pump (PMD-641 by SANSO, Japan) driven by an inverter that allows 
an accurate control of the flow rates. The pipes connecting the tanks to the stack of the positive and 
negative compartments have the same length and internal volume. Two electromagnetic flowmeters 
(Proline Promag by Endress+Hauser, Switzerland) provide volumetric flow-rate measurements to 
an accuracy of ±0.5% while two differential pressure gauges (Deltabar PMD by Endress+Hauser) 
measure the solutions pressure drops in the stack to a precision of ±450 Pa. Four Pt-100 temperature 
probes (TR11 by Endress+Hauser) provide measurements of the solutions temperatures at each 
stack inlet and outlet to an accuracy of ±0.15 K. A further Pt-100 sensor is used to measure the room 
air temperature. The battery charge and discharge are controlled by a power management system 
(PMS), which consists of a remotely controlled two-quadrant static converter. A customized system 
supervisor, i.e. the battery management system (BMS), has been built around a Labview 
environment with hardware made of a desktop computer and a National Instruments (NI, US) 
compact data acquisition (Compact DAQ) interface, which allow data management and experiment 
control. 
 
Fig. 5. Scheme of the IS-VRFB test facility 
4 Experimental validation  
The dynamic thermal model was validated against experimental data taken from the IS-VRFB 
test facility, operated in discharge and charge at a stack current I = 70 A and with solution flow rates 
𝑞¦$ = 𝑞¦5 =	30 L min–1 (i.e. a specific flow rate 𝑞¦ 𝑁𝐴⁄ 	= 20.8·10–3 cm s–1) for 2.25 hours. 
Correspondingly, the battery was discharged from SOC = 0.78 to 0.35 and charged from SOC = 0.08 
to 0.50. The duration of each test was 2 h and 15 min. To ensure that the ambient condition was 
almost the same, tests were started at the same time (9:00 a.m.) in two consecutive days. The 
temperatures at the stack inlet and outlet, provided by the four sensors T1 … T4 (Fig. 5) were 
recorded every 0.8 seconds. An additional Pt-100 sensor monitored the air temperature, that was 
about 24 °C at the test start and gradually increased by 2 °C during both the tests. All simulations 
were carried out using the parameters listed in Table 1 and, based on the actual experimental 
conditions, the initial temperature in the tanks and stack was set at 32 °C in discharge and at 29.4 
°C in charge. 
The validations in both charge and discharge were performed by comparing T1 with Tip+ and 
T2 with Top+ as regards the positive side and T3 with Tip– and T4 with Top– as regard the negative 
side. Fig. 6 shows the evolutions of the measured and computed electrolyte temperatures at these 
positions.  
 Fig.6.  Computed and measured electrolyte temperature evolutions at the inlet and outlet pipes during charge 
and discharge. Tt+/–= computed electrolyte temperatures in the positive/negative tank; Tip+/–= computed 
electrolyte temperatures in the positive/negative input pipes; Top+/–= computed electrolyte temperatures in 
the positive/negative output pipes; T1/3= measured electrolyte temperatures in the positive/negative input 
pipes; T2/4= measured electrolyte temperatures in the positive/negative output pipes. 
 
During discharge (Fig. 6 a) and c)), simulated and measured temperatures present a maximum 
discrepancy of 0.9°C, as a result of the assumed simplifications and the uncertainty of some thermal 
coefficients taken from the literature. Such a small discrepancy indicates that the model is able to 
simulate properly the temperature rise in the electrolytes. The comparison between simulated and 
measured temperatures during charge (Fig. 6 b) and d)) shows a lower maximum discrepancy, below 
0.2°C, indicating that in this phase the model reproduces even better the temperature decrease in 
both electrolytes, at the limit of instrument accuracy. 
The temperature increases during discharge and decrease during charge, because of the 
different effect of 𝑃Xr and 𝑃: while the former is always positive, the latter is positive during 
discharge (being the reactions exothermic) and negative during charge (being the reactions 
endothermic), with 𝑃Xr < |𝑃|. In both cases, 𝑃 is much lower than the previous two heat rates.  
Under the assumptions of Section 2 and with the parameters used in the model, the computed 
temperatures of the positive and negative solutions are the same: the small discrepancies between 
the numerical results and the measured values show that the model was appropriate to simulate the 
thermal behavior of the system during both charge and discharge processes. 
5 High-current simulations of a large VRFB 
The model was applied to investigate the thermal behavior of an industrialized VRFB unit 
under heavy operating conditions. The study assumed the same stack as in IS-VRFB, but working 
at 400 A (i.e. at current density above 650 mA cm–2) with a flow rate qs = 30 L min–1 for the positive 
and negative electrolytes (this performance has been actually achieved in IS-VRFB with a cell 
voltage of 0,45 V [34]). The study was intended to investigate the battery thermal behavior over a 
working period as long as 8 hours both in charge and discharge; a proper tank capacity was 
considered at this aim. In particular, the assumed flow rate, that is quite low for the given current, 
imposed a SOC in a narrow range, in order to assure an adequate reactant flow, even considering a 
flow factor (i.e. ratio of flux of ions provided by the electrolyte flow with respect to the generated 
electric current) as low as amin = 2. The maximum SOC during charge and the minimum SOC in 
discharge, both reached after 8 h of operation, were: 
 𝑆𝑂𝐶´, = 1 −	 £	T	amin			^	c		µ¶		 								charge	 (30) 
	𝑆𝑂𝐶X,XV = 	 T	£	a𝑚𝑖𝑛		^	c		µ¶	 																	discharge	 					(31) 	
Consequently, the SOC could be varied in the range 0.05–0.59 during charge and in the range 
0.95–0.41 during discharge. To this aim, a capacity of 5000 L for each tank was assumed, with an 
energy capacity of 240 kWh. 
Consequently, the pipe lengths and tank surfaces were assumed tenfold larger than those of 
IS-VRFB, while the thermal parameters of pipes and tanks were given the values of Table 1. During 
both charge and discharge, the air temperature was set at 20°C, namely at a value compatible with 
an installation in an air-conditioned room or container. The initial solution temperature in the tanks 
and stack was set at 32 °C, as resulting from some previous operation. 
Fig. 7 a) and b) show the stack reversible entropic heat rate 𝑃 in load operations: it is positive 
(since the reactions are exothermic) during discharge and negative (endothermic reactions) during 
charge [17]. In both operations the 𝑃 values are almost constant and the very small variations 
shown in the figures are due to secondary effects. 
 
Fig. 7. Simulation of high-current (400 A) long-duration (8 hours) discharge and charge: heat rate 
contributions and electrolyte temperature in cells # 1, 20 and 40.  
 
Fig. 7 c) and d) show the stack irreversible heat rate 𝑃Xr together with the contribution in three 
cells 𝑃Xr,V with n = 1, 20 and 40 (the last one) in both discharge and charge. In agreement with the 
internal resistance profiles of Fig. 2, these heat rates increase with decreasing SOC during discharge 
and decrease with increasing SOC during charge. During discharge (Fig 7 c), the cell contributions 𝑃Xr,V are almost equal. In fact, different 𝑃Xr,V values could arise from different values of the shunt 
currents in the hydraulic segments [17] [30], but in the discharge conditions here studied, shunt 
currents are much lower than the stack current 𝐼¦, so that all cells present almost the same current 𝐼X,V ≅ 𝐼¦. During charge (Fig. 7 d) some small differences between 𝑃Xr,V, lower than 1%, appear 
because shunt currents are larger than in discharge, due the higher stack voltage. 
Fig. 7 e) and f) show the crossover heat rate 𝑃	in both discharge and charge: in both cases it 
increases as a consequence of the species diffusivity dependence on the increasing temperature. 
However, 𝑃	 is two orders of magnitude lower than 𝑃Xr so that it is negligible in the overall thermal 
balances. 
Fig.7 g) and h) presents the resulting temperature evolution in the three cells n = 1, 20 and 40. 
During discharge (Fig. 7 g), there is no evident difference between the cells, as a consequence of 
the heat generation discussed above. In addition, it can be noted that most of the heat is removed 
equally from all cells by the solution circulation, i.e. by 𝑃r, conversely than in stand by condition 
with pumps turned-off [17], thus enhancing the cell temperature equalization. During charge (Fig.7 
h), that requires higher stack voltages, a marginal difference in the cell temperatures appears, as 
consequence of the slightly different released heat rates described above. 
During discharge, all the heat rates have positive values, concurring to produce a temperature 
rise of 16°C in 8 hours of operation and the temperature rises more than linearly, due to the 
increasing values of 𝑃Xr and 𝑃Xr,V. 
During charge, 𝑃Xr is positive whereas 𝑃 is negative, producing counteracting thermal effects. 
Since 𝑃Xr > |𝑃|, a net heat generation occurs, resulting in a temperature rise of 6°C in an 8-hour 
charge, smaller than during discharge over the same period of time, when both 𝑃Xr and 𝑃 are 
positive. It should be noted that when smaller load currents are applied, e.g. 70 A as in the validation 
simulations, 𝑃Xr < |𝑃| can occur during charge, because the former term roughly scales with the 
square of the current while the latter is directly proportional to the current, so that a temperature 
decrease occurs, as shown in Fig. 6 b) and d). Operations at very high currents present major thermal 
issues also because of this effect. 
 
Fig. 8. Simulation of high-current (400 A) long-duration (8 hours) discharge and charge: positive electrolyte 
temperature at stack inlet (ip) and outlet (op) piping, and in the tank (t) (negative electrolyte has a similar 
evolution.) 
 
Finally, Fig. 8 a) show the temperature evolution of the electrolytes during an 8 hour discharge 
in some points of the hydraulic circuits. The same profiles apply for the positive and negative 
compartments since the model does not account for differences between the two solutions, as 
already stated. The temperatures at the tank and stack inlet increase of 13°C in 8 hours, while the 
temperatures at the stack outlet rise by 21°C, due to the combined effects of the reaction reversible 
entropic heat and irreversible internal losses. The maximum electrolyte temperature after 8 hours 
exceeds 50°C, which can cause precipitation of 𝑉𝑂#$ in the stack and tank. Therefore, when a VRFB 
is operated at high current density as in these simulations, an electrolyte cooling system is needed 
in order to prevent such side effect. 
Fig. 8 b) shows the temperature evolution of the electrolytes during an 8-hour charge. Also in 
this case, all temperatures increase, but at a smaller extent, consistently with the behaviors presented 
in Fig 7. A maximum temperature below 40 °C is reached, which is not critical for 𝑉𝑂#$ 
precipitation. Due to the reduction of the irreversible heat with increasing SOC (i.e. of the internal 
resistance of Fig. 2) during charge, the temperature slope reduces during the process. 
It is worth noticing that this simulation did not account for a heat exchanger specifically 
designed for the battery thermal management. Such a component can enhance the heat transfer and 
reduce the rise temperatures in the solutions so as to prevent species precipitation, in addition to 
optimize the battery performance. Moreover, since the irreversible heat 𝑃Xr plays the major role in 
the heat generation at high current density, a strategy aimed at reducing the internal losses (i.e. the 
internal resistances 𝑅X,V	  of Fig. 1) is crucial not only in order to maximize a VRFB efficiency as 
reported in another paper [35], but also to control the thermal behavior and minimize the risk of 𝑉𝑂#$ precipitation. 
6 Conclusion 
A complete dynamic thermal model of a VRFB under load conditions, namely in charge and 
discharge, based on the thermal dynamics of each cell was developed. The model evaluated the heat 
due to the reversible and irreversible effects, which occur inside the cells and the stack, including 
main electrochemical reactions, overpotentials, shunt currents, and species crossover with 
consequent self-discharge reactions. The crossover diffusion coefficients were considered 
temperature dependent, while the solution conductivities took into account the state of charge. In 
order to compute shunt currents and related losses in the cells and hydraulic segments, an equivalent 
electric circuit was implemented. It includes the cell equivalent internal resistances, which take into 
account the overpotential effects and were measured experimentally. Shunt current losses occurring 
in the flow channel and manifold were evaluated and resulted negligible from the thermal point of 
view. The heat released by the losses of circulation pumps was also taken into account. 
The model was validated against the measurements from a 9kW/27kWh VRFB test facility, 
showing that it is suitable to simulate the thermal behavior of an industrialized VRFB system during 
charge and discharge. More simulations were developed on a possible larger industrialized VRFB 
provided with the same stack and capable of discharging at 400 A (i.e. at current density above 650 
mA cm–2) through discharge/charge duration of 8 hours, in order to reproduce a real thermal stress 
condition. This long duration was intended to consider a major advantage of the VRFB technology, 
i.e. the independent sizing of power and energy that can be exploited to ensure long discharges. The 
simulations aimed to investigate critical thermal conditions, which may occur in a big plant installed 
in an air-conditioned container for grid services such as peak shaving. 
The reversible heat associated with the main half-reactions has alternating thermal effects, 
being exothermic during discharge and endothermic during charge, which constitutes an advantage 
on other kind of batteries. As a consequence, the simulations showed the maximum temperatures at 
the end of a discharge phase. In the case of the high-current long-duration operation, a top 
temperature above 50°C was reached, which constitute an issue for the positive electrolyte thermal 
stability. In fact, when working at the high current densities, as expected from next-generation 
industrial VRFBs, the generated irreversible heat can exceed the absolute value of the reversible 
heat, because the former contribution roughly scales with the square of the stack current and the 
latter is directly proportional to the stack current.  
Consequently, when operating at high current, the temperatures rise during both charge and 
discharge, calling for efficient cooling system in order to prevent species precipitation at high 
temperature. Even if the highest temperatures occur at the end of a discharge phase, when the 
concentration of 𝑉𝑂#$ is low, 𝑉𝑂#$ precipitation could represent an issue resulting in the occlusion 
of the small flow channels in the cell frames and battery faults. It can been concluded that the next 
generation VRFBs, capable of higher power densities and high current densities, require specific 
heat exchanger to thermally assist the VRFB operation. 
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